
HOUSE 3264
By Mr. Caron of Springfield, petition of Paul E. Caron, Shaun P.

Kelly and James P. Jajuga for legislation to exempt trailers
transporting refuse from certain weight limitations. Public Safety.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Three

An Act exempting trailers transporting refuse from certain
WEIGHT LIMITATIONS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House ofRepresentatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, asfollows:

1 The third paragraph of section 19 of Chapter 90 of the General
2 Laws is hereby amended by striking out the sixth sentence, as
3 appearing in the 1986 Official Edition, and inserting in place
4 thereof the following sentence:

Except as provided in this section, no trailer which with its load
6 weighs more than five thousand pounds, other than a semitrailer,
7 a heavy duty platform trailer, a cable-reel trailer, a house trailer,
8 a trailer having at least two axles and used to collect and carry
9 bulk milk from dairy farms to processing plants or a trailer having10 at least two axles and used to collect and carry refuse from

11 collection stations to disposal sites or a trailer which is an
12 apparatus or other object on wheels not used to transport other13 things for delivery, or a trailer have at least two axles which when14 used for agricultural purposes with its load weighs not more than15 ten thousand pounds, provided however, that the gross weight of16 such vehicle as operated does not exceed the gross vehicle weight17 rating as established by the original manufacturer of the trailer18 shall be operated or drawn on any way without a permit so to19 operate from the board or officer having charge of such way or,20 in case of a state highway or a way determined by the Department21 of Public Works to be a through route, from said department.
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